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Foreword

Optimism for a more peaceful post-Cold War era has
been tempered by greater international instability and the
weakening of some nation-states. Former client states, no
longer moderated by the influences of their previous su-
perpower patrons, resort to violent suppressions of politi-
cal opponents and ethnic minorities. Former nations di-
vide along ethnic lines, often spawning new political
divisions that are neither stable nor sustainable. Perhaps
nowhere are these dynamics more evident than in the "arc
of crisis," a region extending from the Balkans through
Asia Minor to the Caucasus and Central Asia. Turkey, due
in part to her geographic location in the heart of this un-
stable region and her newly assertive foreign policy, has
been disproportionately impacted by this post-Cold War
disorder.

In this study Lt Col Joseph M. Codispoti, USAF, de-
scribes an emerging partnership between two long-time al-
lies of the United States-Turkey and Israel. On the sur-
face this Muslim-Jewish partnership seems unlikely,
particularly on the fringes of the Arab world. A closer ex-
amination, however, reveals a number of mutual security
interests and a shared sense of isolation at the crossroads
of Europe, Central Asia, and the Middle East. Colonel
Codispoti begins his study by examining relations between
Turkey and Israel from the founding of Israel in 1948
through the 1980s. While relations vacillated during these
early years, the foundation was built for deeper and more
significant ties. The advent of post-Cold War instability in
the arc of crisis served as the catalyst for growing and ex-
tensive political, military, and economic links between the
unlikely partners. This study concludes by addressing fu-
ture possibilities for and barriers to the emerging Turco-Is-
raeli partnership, as well as its far-reaching potential to
bring stability or conflict to the region.

The Turco-Israeli partnership has important national
security implications for the United States. Working in tan-
dem, these allies can promote the American vision for the
region by fostering democracy, peace, and free markets in
the region. This study should prompt critical analysis and
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discussion of a significant and relevant topic and, as with
all Maxwell Papers, is provided in the spirit of academic
freedom, open debate, and serious consideration of the is-

sues. We encourage your responses.

DAVID F. MacGHEE, JR.
Major General, USAF
Commandant, Air War College
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The Turco-Israeli Partnership

The demise of the Soviet Union and her hold over East-
ern Europe, the Caucasus, and Central Asia was generally
welcomed in much of the world and most certainly in the
West. The initial optimism, however, has been dampened
by the instabilities caused by the numerous fledgling
states spawned by this demise. Perhaps no nation has
been directly impacted more than the Republic of Turkey,
which sits in relative isolation at the hub of an "arc of cri-
sis" extending from the Balkans through the Anatolian
peninsula to the Caucasus (and perhaps Central Asia).'

Driven by insecurity in this region and by growing self-
confidence, Turkey has accepted a regional power role
characterized by an aggressive foreign policy-unprece-
dented since the birth of the new republic in 1923.2 Gone
are Kemal Atatfirk's "peace at home, peace abroad" inter-
nal orientations in Turkey's new regionalist orientation.

Perhaps the most surprising result of Turkey's aggressive
foreign policy is her partnership with Israel. On the surface
it would seem an odd partnership. One would imagine pres-
sures from the Islamic world would be enough to deter Mus-
lim Turkey from reaching out to a Jewish state. A peek
below the surface, however, exposes many common inter-
ests and orientations crucial to the security of both nations.
Both Turkey and Israel are pro-West, pro-American secular
democracies. They face similar security threats that drive
them both to strong antiterrorist and anti-Islamic funda-
mentalist orientations.3 This paper surveys Turco-Israeli re-
lations from the founding of the state of Israel to the present
and examines the implications of the current relationship
for US and regional security interests.

Early Relations

Turkey's relations with the Jewish people extend to the
very beginnings of migration from Central Asia, when pock-
ets of Jewry dating from Roman times inhabited the Anato-
lian peninsula. More recently, the Ottoman Turks harbored
Jews escaping the Spanish Inquisition in the fifteenth cen-
tury, and the Republic of Turkey welcomed Jewish refugees
from Nazi Europe. The Turks developed a special relationship
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2 STAR AND CRESCENT

with the Jews, treating them with much more tolerance than
they did Armenian, Greek, and other minorities.4

Turkey's inaugural act with the fledgling Jewish nation,
however, did not bode well for future ties. In 1947 Turkey
was among the dissenters in a United Nations (UN) vote for
Israeli statehood. That position was influenced by two main
factors: deference to the Muslim world and a perception that
Zionism and communism were one and the same. The latter
led Turks to believe the new state would align with the Soviet
Union and would plant communism firmly in the Middle
East.5 By 1949, however, Turkey followed the lead of most
Western nations in recognizing Israel and exchanging minis-
ters.6 Turkey's recognition was the first from a Muslim nation
and, as such, a very significant statement.7

The earliest ties between the nations of Turkey and Israel
had security implications in the form of intelligence sharing,
which began secretly in 1952.8 Israel's first minister to
Turkey, Eliyahu Sasson, aggressively courted the Turks to
gain a "window on the Middle East." Since the parties shared
a common fear and distrust of the Arabs, the new relation-
ship was mutually beneficial. Intelligence operations grew so
rapidly that Ankara soon displaced Cyprus as the principal
sphere of intelligence operations for Israel. 9 Trade between
Turkey and Israel began to blossom in the early 1950s when
West Germany sought within Europe for cheaper imports.
Faced with the loss of her primary trading partner, Turkey
turned to Spain, Yugoslavia, and Israel to fill the void.' 0 By
1953 bilateral commerce had expanded significantly and Is-
raeli construction companies were helping improve Turkey's
infrastructure, to include the construction of military air-
fields. Even as the political relationship vacillated during the
decade, trade remained steady. 1

On the political side, early Turco-Israeli relations were
highly secretive, particularly during the reigns of Adnan
Menderes and David Ben-Gurion.12 The Turks insisted on
a low-profile relationship to avoid offending the Arab
world. The Israelis, thirsting for recognition in the region,
felt the frustration echoed by Ben-Gurion when he com-
plained that "the Turks have always treated us as one
treats a mistress, and not as a partner in an openly
avowed marriage."13 Turkey's cautious approach was
partly due to her obsession with alleged latent communism
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in the Jewish state. The Turks consistently misinterpreted
Israeli socialism and relations with the Soviet sphere as in-
dications of communism, 14 in spite of the fact that many of
her North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) allies in Eu-
rope were establishing post-war socialist programs.' 5 A
frustrated Israeli diplomat summed up the situation, com-
menting that "there is scarcely a Turk in existence capable
of distinguishing between Socialism and Communism."16

Turkey's vacillating orientation toward the Arab world
was another source of strife in early relations. One case
was Turkey's pacts with Iraq and Pakistan in 1954, which
they described as part of a new Ostpolitik. Israel worried
that relations with the Arab and Muslim world would turn
Turkey from her secular, pro-Western views and might
even result in the Turkish army supporting Iraq against
the Israelis. Predictably, the Turks interpreted Israeli con-
cern as communist and Zionist opposition to Ostpolitik.1

Economically, Turkish pride restricted what might have
been a highly complementary partnership of Israeli "know-
how" with Turkish labor and raw materials. Efforts to sell
higher-quality Israeli products in Turkey, including mili-
tary equipment and technologies, were generally quashed.
Such imports might have indicated the technical superior-
ity of this tiny, neophyte Jewish nation and bruised the
tender ego of a centuries-old, proud people.' 8 Israel's first
ambassador to Turkey, Maurice Fisher, characterized the
fragility of Turco-Israeli relations in 1953:

Our relations with Turkey have been extremely good of late
[but] these good relations could deteriorate overnight, and
we should learn from the bitter experience of others. The
Turks have yet to achieve a standard by which, in the event
of disagreement with another state, they can weigh up the
positions of both sides. For them, there exists one sole prin-
ciple: in any conflict with a foreigner, whether a private in-
dividual, a company, or a state, the Turk is always right. 9

If Israel were to maintain good relations with Turkey she
would have to tread lightly.2 0

Arab Relations

While Turco-Arab relations vacillated, Israeli-Arab rela-
tions were consistently hostile, erupting in warfare in
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1948, 1967, and 1973. The war for independence in 1948
was actually a boon for impending relations between
Turkey and Israel. The Turks greatly admired the strength
of Israel's war effort and similarly detested the weakness of
the Arabs. The Arabs, in turn, were dismayed by Turkey's
secularism and pro-Western orientation. Turkey had no
shortage of hostile neighbors in the Arab world. Egypt
viewed Turkey's support for the United Kingdom (UK) dur-
ing the Suez crisis as an encroachment on her sovereignty;
Syria viewed Turkey's 1938 annexation of the Hatay
province as treachery; and Iraq considered Turkey's secu-
larism and relations with Israel as an affront to Islam.2 1

Considering the hostility of the Arab world and the many
common interests they shared with the Jewish state, it
was perhaps more natural for the Turks to incline toward
Israel. Recognizing this inclination and the danger it could
pose for them in the region, the Arabs actively tried to dis-
credit Israel in Ankara. 22 In general, any healing with the
Arab world (e.g., Turkey's 1954 pact with Baghdad) came
at the expense of relations with Israel. 23

Greek Relations

The Greeks were to the Turks as the Arabs were to the
Israelis-hostile neighbors with whom reconciliation
seemed nearly impossible. The Greeks further inflamed the
relationship by heavily courting the Arab world. They also
hypocritically dismissed Turkey as unqualified to play a
mediator role in the Middle East due to her ongoing rela-
tions with Israel, while neglecting to mention Greece's own
relations with the Arabs. 24

The Israelis, on the other hand, consistently reached out
to Greece, only to be rebuffed on each occasion. Like the
Turks, the Greeks voted against establishment of a Jewish
state in 1947. Unlike the Turks, they vigorously opposed
Israel in her 1948 war for independence by imposing tran-
sit restrictions for Israeli citizens, voting against Israel in
international bodies, and confiscating Jewish-owned prop-
erty.25 Undeterred, Ben-Gurion felt strongly that an al-
liance with Greece was necessary for security in the region.
By 1952, hoa-i'w Israel had already defined her relation-
ship with Greece by acknowledging that "the first consid-
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eration [in relations with Greece] is to refrain from helping
an 'enemy of Israel.'"26 Israeli-Greek relations have im-
proved little, as evidenced by Shimon Peres's 1985 asser-
tion that "we [Israel] have no difficulty in maintaining good
relations with Greece. The difficulties come from Greece,
not from Israel."27 Unlike Turkish relations with the Arab
world, Israeli relations with Greece have consistently sup-
ported Turco-Israeli ties.

Cyprus

The "Cyprus problem" is an instance of longtime enmity
between Greece and Turkey. Cyprus became an independ-
ent country in 1960, with treaty provisions and a constitu-
tion that provided for joint rule involving Turkish and Greek
Cypriots. In July 1974 the Cypriot National Guard, led by of-
ficers from the Greek army, seized the government as a step
toward unification with Greece. Five days later Turkey in-
vaded the island, citing treaty provisions setting up the in-
dependent country, and, within a month, had occupied
about 40 percent of the country. Turkish Cypriots later es-
tablished a separate state on the northern part of the island.

The Cyprus issue became a defining point for Turco-
Israeli relations in the 1970s. Israel saw nothing to lose in
taking a pro-Turkish stance-her relations with Greece
having already deteriorated-and everything to gain in
reaching out to Turkey. The Turks hoped Israel could help
blunt worldwide criticism of her 1974 occupation, particu-
larly through the Jewish lobby in the United States.

Although they overestimated the power of the Jewish
lobby, they nonetheless had quiet support from an offi-
cially neutral Israel.28 As an extension of Greek relations,
the Cyprus issue helped solidify Turco-Israeli relations.

Peripheral Pact of 1958

Israel had long wanted a broader "periphery strategy"
with Turkey, Iran, and Ethiopia to foster friendly relations
on the borders of a hostile Arab world. 29 Common threats
and interests propelled Israel and Turkey to launch the Pe-
ripheral Pact with Iran, Ethiopia, and Christian enclaves in
Sudan. The pact included cooperation agreements in the
diplomatic, military, commercial, scientific, and intelligence
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areas. The impact on Turco-Israeli relations was positive
and significant. Israel helped develop Turkish industry and
agriculture, helped construct the Iran-Turkey pipeline,
shared sensitive scientific data, and began exporting high
technology military equipment. The pact also led to mutual
assistance in the UN and from the United States. The com-
plementary relationship of Israeli know-how and Turkish
resources and might was finally coming to fruition. 30

Benefits of Turco-Israeli Relations

Some of the benefits of this seemingly odd relationship
have already been addressed. For Israel it was particularly
advantageous to claim ties with any nation in the region,
but her ties to Turkey were fortuitous. Turkey was a non-
Arab Muslim partner in a key geographical position. She
was also growing in importance through her ties to NATO
and the West and through her relative power in the region.
Through Turkey, Israel was able to gain access to the West
without being formally aligned. She was also able to gain
access to US technology investments in Turkey, which she
"borrowed" and put to good use in Israel. An example is
underground hydrant fueling systems at Turkey's military
airfields, which began mysteriously appearing at Israeli
airfields in the 1950s. Israel's close ties with the United
States gained her credibility with the Turks, who seemed
to defer to anything American. As noted by an Israeli diplo-
mat in the early 1950s: "The Turks adopt [unquestion-
ingly] everything the Americans [sayl."31

The Turks derived benefit from Israeli know-how while
building her infrastructure. Most importantly, the Turks
gained greater access to the United States via Israel at a
time when they needed aid and investment. US regional
dominance turned Turkey's attentions to Washington,
where the Jewish lobby was already quite strong-a dis-
tinct advantage for the Turks. 32

Both parties gained security from the relationship. Bilat-
eral commerce and military cooperation were the engines
that helped them creep from isolation in a hostile neighbor-
hood.33 Intelligence benefits were also significant for both
parties, as I"'e ' 2ined her window on the Middle East and
the Israelis carefully updated the Turks on Israel's political
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maneuvering with the West. Mutual voting pacts at the UN,
including Israel's support for Turkey's election to the Secu-
rity Council, were also an outgrowth of the relationship. 34

Ebb and Flow

Like typical bilateral relations between nation-states,
Turco-Israeli relations have experienced high and low
points. A cooling trend was generally evident from the start
of the Six-Day War in 1967 through the first years of the
Turgut Ozal era in the early 1980s (Ozal served as prime
minister and then president from 1983 until his death in
1993). The primary cause was Turkey's vacillating inter-
ests in the Arab world. Showing more Ostpolitik than Pe-
ripheral Pact tendencies, the Turks began to reach out to
Arabs in the early 1960s. The most obvious manifestation
of this new course was Turkey's open support of Arab po-
sitions vis-a-vis the Palestinian cause. Searching for sup-
porters after concluding Cyprus treaties, the Turks had
hoped to trade their support of the Palestinians for Arab
support of the Turkish cause. The Turks also turned to
their Arab neighbors in hopes of healing wounds 35 and im-
proving trade in the region. The Arab orientation proved
disappointing. Arab support for a Turkish Cyprus was
never realized-partly due to Greece's overtures to the
Arab world, nagging political friction, and the comparison
of Turkey's occupation of Cyprus with Israel's occupation
of Palestine-and Turkey's trade with the Arab world re-
mained negligible. 36 Nonetheless, the Turks bowed to Arab
pressure during the 1973 oil embargo and further dis-
tanced themselves from Israel 37

Israel's conduct of the Six-Day War brought relations to
an all-time low. Showing interest in the welfare of the Mus-
lim world, the Turks voiced displeasure over Israel's ag-
gressive action against Egypt, Syria, and Iraq.38 This curi-
ous quote from a Turkish official aptly illustrates Turkey's
concern and the fragility of her ego: "Your 1967 victory was
too brilliant, it is too prolonged, it affects too many Holy
Places sacred to Islam. That victory represents the superi-
ority of the European State, and European thinking, over
the local Near Eastern elements to which we belong, even
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if we proclaim otherwise. That must have a detrimental ef-
fect on our relations. " 39

A third source of friction was the "Jerusalem Law of
1980," in which Israel declared Jerusalem as her capital.
Turkey joined her neighbors in sharp reaction to the move
by scaling back her representation in Israel and consis-
tently supporting anti-Israel resolutions submitted by her
neighbors in world fora. 40

The Ozal era was a turning point for Turco-Israeli rela-
tions in the 1980s. Ozal's efforts to open up Turkey's econ-
omy and boost exports gave impetus to a budding eco-
nomic relationship. Although trade with the Arab world
had grown considerably during the 1970s, the level of
trade was modest, at best, and completely inadequate to
support Turkey's export needs. 4 1 Trade with Israel had
been negligible since the late 1950s, but Israel's virtual
isolation in the region represented a potentially lucrative
new market for Turkey's exports. 42

Ozal also laid the groundwork for a more aggressive for-
eign policy, and Israel was a natural target for extended re-
lations. Her isolation, pro-West and secular orientations,
and, perhaps most importantly, friendly relations with the
United States complemented Ozal's desire for closer US
ties. Although formal relations were still relatively cool
throughout the 1980s and trade remained negligible,
doors were opening for a broader relationship. 43

The 1990s brought two significant breakthroughs in
Turco-Israeli relations. The first was the establishment of
full relations and the exchange of ambassadors in 1991.44
This single act brought legitimacy to a 42-year tacit rela-
tionship and opened the door for more open and extensive
ties. The second breakthrough was the Israel-Palestine
Liberation Organization (PLO) Declaration of Principles
(DoP) in 1993. The DoP removed a longstanding barrier for
the Turks, in particular, and helped launch a flurry of co-
operative activity.45

In 1993 the two countries signed a security cooperation
agreement and joined the United States in marketing agri-
cultural goods to the Central Asian republics. Turkish for-
eign minister Hikmet Cetin also made the first ministerial
visit to Israel that year. In 1994 Israeli president Ezer Weiz-
man met Turkish president Sfileyman Demirel and a host
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of economic, political, and business leaders in Ankara-
the first-ever presidential visit to Turkey. The favor was re-
turned later in the year when Turkish prime minister
Tansu Ciller visited Israel (and the Palestinians). 46 The re-
lationship was solidified further with a military training
agreement and a free trade accord in 1996.47 The warming
trend of the Ozal era and the post-Cold War era had formed
a foundation for yet closer ties and had significantly trans-
formed the geopolitical arena in Turkey's "near abroad."

Budding Partnership

Perhaps the most fruitful aspect of the Turco-Israeli
partnership has been military relations, which receive
strong support from a particularly vital constituency in
Turkey-the military establishment. Since signing a mili-
tary cooperation agreement in 1996, the two sides have
held biannual meetings to nurture the partnership. 4 8 Port

calls and visits by military chiefs and defense officials fur-
ther cement ties. The air forces train jointly at Turkey's ex-
pansive ranges, the armies train in the areas of counter-
terrorism and border control, and the navies conduct joint
search and rescue exercises in the eastern Mediter-
ranean.49 Intelligence sharing has proceeded uninterrupted
since the late 1940s, but arrangements were expanded
and formalized in 1996. Both countries fight terrorism and
fear the proliferation of weapons of mass destruction
(WMD) in Syria, Iraq, and Iran. The intelligence arrange-
ments, which allegedly include Israeli helicopter opera-
tions from Turkish bases, are aimed at stemming these
common and exceedingly dangerous threats. 50

Military equipment sales and joint production ventures
have expanded dramatically since 1996, fueled in part by
Israel's market needs and Turkey's desire for alternatives
to American and European suppliers, both of whom attach
human rights demands and other political strings to
sales. 5 1 Turkey is in the midst of a $150-billion military
modernization program over 25 years, and Israel has
moved out to stake her claim in that market. Israeli con-
tracts include a $100-million deal to upgrade 48 F-5 ad-
vanced trainers (with Singapore Technology Aerospace); a
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$632-million deal to upgrade 54 F-4E fighters to the Phan-
tom 2000 configuration; the development of the Arrow an-
tiballistic missile system (with the United States); the up-
grade of M-60 tanks and the sale of one thousand Merkava
Mark III tanks; the sale of Popeye 1 air-to-surface missiles;
and joint production of Popeye 2 missiles. s2

Israel is aggressively seeking to further expand her mili-
tary-industrial partnership with Turkey, offering sales and
production arrangements for rocket-carrying unmanned
aerial vehicles, sea-to-sea missiles, the Homa ballistic mis-
sile defense system, early warning aircraft, attack helicop-
ters, long-range missiles, patrol aircraft, and other military
equipment.5 3 Israeli prime minister Ehud Barak illustrated
the importance of continued partnership by personally
phoning his Turkish counterpart, Bulent Ecevit, to cham-
pion Israel's joint entry for the lucrative $4-billion attack
helicopter program.5 4 Equipment sales are helping an ail-
ing defense industry in Israel-sales to Turkey in 1998
were $1.5 billion-and bolstering Turkey's military tech-
nology base through co-production. 55

The partnership has also helped fill geopolitical voids for
both sides. As previously mentioned, the partnership
linked two isolated countries with common security
threats and foreign policy orientations. Although Prime
Ministers Barak and Ecevit call the ties a relationship "for
peace, not for war," the willingness of both countries to use
force in support of vital interests (e.g., counterterrorism) is
served by the partnership. 56 The partnership may also
serve to stem the WMD threat. There is some contention
that Israeli jets use Turkey's ranges to practice dry run at-
tacks against Iran's nuclear facilities, a scheme Israel has
employed in the past against Iraq's Osirak reactor.5 7 There
is also speculation that Turkey is building an air base ex-
clusively for Israel's use, presumably to launch lower-risk
strikes on Iran from Turkish soil.5 8

Given Israel's aggressive ballistic missile defense pro-
gram, her proven capability to strike enemy nuclear facili-
ties, and her suspected nuclear program with ballistic mis-
sile, submarine, and cruise missile delivery platforms,
could Israel be providing a nuclear umbrella and WMD de-
fense capability for Turkey? 59 Such an arrangement is nei-
ther unlikely nor implausible.
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Water access is a geopolitical issue that is bringing
Turkey and Israel together. Turkey is the only country in
the region with a plentiful supply, and Israel is in need of
a stable supplementary source. 60 The two sides are dis-
cussing direct delivery of water from the Manavgat River to
Israel via undersea pipeline, super tanker, or titanic
"Medusa" bags. 61 Turkey has, in fact, invested $125 million
in infrastructure, including pumps, a treatment facility,
and sea-going tanker terminals, to support the super
tanker scheme. With this infrastructure, Turkey can sat-
isfy 10 percent of Israel's current annual water consump-
tion. Although the Israelis are concerned about depend-
ence on a foreign source for such a strategic resource,
experts are recommending the plan to Prime Minister
Barak as a less costly alternative to desalinization. 62 As
early as 1994, Shimon Peres and Hikmet Cetin discussed
mutual strategies for Central Asia. 63 The Turco-Israeli
partnership is beneficial for both sides in that region.
Turkey has opened access to the region for Israel, while Is-
raeli technology and know-how has enhanced the attrac-
tiveness of Turkish products in the region. Both find ex-
panded markets for their agricultural products. Perhaps
most important, both have an interest in limiting Russian
and Iranian influence in Central Asia.

The new partnership also has ramifications for relations
with Europe and NATO. As an associate member to the
European Union (EU), Israel actively lobbied for the cus-
toms agreement with Turkey.64 The Turks hope their new
strategic partner can help influence Turkey's persistent
bid for full EU membership or, more realistically, influence
the United States to keep the pressure on her European al-
lies.65 Turkey also perceives that her value as a NATO part-
ner has diminished with the demise of the Soviet Union.6
A security partnership with Israel provides a vital ally with
common interests in a potentially hostile region.

The budding partnership counters Greek forays in the
Middle East that have threatened both Turkey and Israel.
Greece and Syria signed a strategic pact in 1990 and a
military pact in 1995, which included landing rights for
Syrian aircraft.67 The Greeks also provide training to the
Armenian military and have considered an economic pact
with Armenia and Iran. Furthermore, Greece's foreign
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minister called for an "anti-Turkish bloc" in 1996-includ-
ing Greece, Syria, Bulgaria, Russia, Armenia, Iraq, and
Iran-to stifle Turkish influence and sow internal strife.
Toward the latter end, Syria and Greece support the Kur-
distan Workers Party (PKK) in Turkey, and Syria has long
harbored terrorists operating against Israel.

In economic terms the partnership has further spurred a
growing trade relationship. 68 The defense industries of both
parties are benefiting, and business is certain to grow to feed
Turkey's modernization program. Israel has gained access
to Central Asia, and Turkey may expand her export market
to North America via Israel's free trade agreement with the
United States.6 9 As the region's only industrial democracies
(and with complementary economies), Turkey and Israel's
partnership is a natural in the economic realm.

Domestic support for the partnership is strong in Israel
and growing in Turkey, having been bolstered by Israel's
impressive humanitarian support for Turkey's earthquake
victims in August of 1999. 70 Both countries have desired
relations since the late 1940s, and initial returns on the
budding partnership have done nothing to discourage the
desire. Even the most ardent critics of pro-Western policy,
former Islamicist President Necmettin Erbakan and the
late ultranationalist Alparslan Turkes, were strong sup-
porters of Turco-Israeli ties.7 1 Historically, Turkish rela-
tions with the Jews have been more favorable than with
the Arabs. The current partnership might be seen as the
continuation of this trend.

Geopolitical Potential

The growing Turco-Israeli partnership has significant
ramifications in terms of geopolitical influence and activ-
ity. This is true for Europe as well as in Central Asia and
the Middle East.

Europe

After years of exclusion from the European club, Turkey
has gained an alternative with a non-EU member-Is-
rael. 72 Although the Israeli market for Turkey's exports is
much smaller than the European market, the extended
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market to North America, Central Asia, and the Caucasus
brings new opportunities and a somewhat comfortable al-
ternative-with significantly fewer strings attached. A con-
tinuation of her aggressive foreign policy may breed less
reliance on Europe and more alternatives for Turkey, such
as the Black Sea Economic Cooperation (BSEC) project.
Certainly the success of her bilateral relationship with Is-
rael will bolster Turkey's self-image as a regional power
and influence her propensity to act the part.

Central Asia and Russia

The Central Asian Turkic populations have historically
looked to the Ottomans in Anatolia as the heart of Turkic
ethnicity and culture. Although the cultural ties today
have diminished greatly beyond the Caspian (only Azerbai-
jan and Turkmenistan are still closely linked), Turkey may
still be in the best position to serve as a model for Central
Asia-a prospect that deeply disturbs Russia. 73

The former Soviet republics in Central Asia first made a
move toward Turkey in 1991 and 1992 when the presi-
dents of all six republics visited Turkish president
Demirel. 74 As a result, the Turks signed hundreds of pro-
tocols to build infrastructure, particularly in Azerbaijan. 75

Israel's relations in Central Asia have been helped not only
by her association with Turkey but also by a fair represen-
tation of Central Asian Jews in Israel. As a result, the re-
publics have courted Israel independently to develop ex-
tensive ties. 76 The cultural and geopolitical dynamics work
in favor of Turco-Israeli influence in the region.

Russia and Iran are the major competitors for influence
in Central Asia. Russia's motive is to maintain influence in
the Commonwealth of Independent States, although most
of the republics are actively orienting away from her. The
cultural divide between Russia and Central Asia is wide,
but, in general, economic dependence keeps the republics
in the Russian sphere. 77 Turkey and Israel have an oppor-
tunity to meet most needs in the region, energy being the
glaring exception.

Iran is a competitor who can meet the energy needs of
Central Asia. She actively pursues pipeline projects in the
region to promote alternatives to Russia. Of all possible
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competitors, Iran's influence is most worrisome for both
Turkey and Israel. Turco-Iranian relations are lukewarm,
and Iran and Israel are avowed enemies. Azerbaijan, a na-
tion ethnically linked to Turkey but with a sizable Shiite
population, will be a key area of competition for Turkey
and Iran.7 8

Apart from ethnic ties, Turkey has a decided advantage
over her competitors for Central Asia. Her ability to trans-
form from a decayed empire to a modern, successful na-
tion-state is admired in the region, as opposed to Russia's
failures and Iran's anachronistic Islamicism. Turkey is
also seen as a conduit to the West and particularly to the
United States. 79 Building on these strengths, an aggressive
foreign policy could have a significant impact in shaping
Central Asia for Turkey (and Israel). Resource needs pri-
marily keep the region tied to Iran and Russia, and com-
petition between the two is likely to keep their influence in
check.

Middle East

Turkey sees herself and Israel as models for the Middle
East-secular, free-market democracies. 80 Since secular-
ism and representative government threaten the institu-
tional foundations of the Middle East, one can begin to un-
derstand why Turkey's relations in the Middle East have
been ambivalent at best. The friendliest neighbor by far
has been Jordan, with whom Israel advocated a Confer-
ence for Security and Cooperation in the Middle East
(CSCME). Modeled after the Organization for Security and
Cooperation in Europe, the CSCME was heartily endorsed
by Turkey in 1994.81 Turkey is developing bilateral rela-
tions with Jordan, and Israel maintains low-key relations
based on common Palestinian and Iraqi threats.8 2

In addition to fostering closer ties between Syria, Iran,
and Iraq, the alliance has helped open the Iraqi-Syrian
border.8 3 It has also emboldened Greece in her Middle East
relations. 84 So, while a Turco-Israeli partnership has po-
tential to stabilize the balance of power in the region, it
could also be the source of great instability as the other
nations align to counterbalance. 85 In reality, though, divi-
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sion, self-interest, and limited capabilities in the Muslim
world would likely render an Arab coalition impotent.

A more likely scenario is a coalition of Turkey, Israel,
Jordan, some of the Gulf States, and possibly Egypt-all of
which have ties to the United States and are threatened by
Islamic extremists and rogue states in the region. This
arrangement is a US vision for a new Middle East order
with Turkey at the center.8 6 The linchpin of such a pact
would be some form of genuine rapprochement between Is-
rael, the Palestinians, and probably Syria, which would
allow the Muslim-Arab states to more easily align with Is-
rael. The aforementioned Turco-Israeli water agreement
could facilitate rapprochement and thus support the for-
mation of the US-supported coalition.8 7 Syria's ongoing
talks with Israel and Iran's stated willingness to accept a
peace deal are certainly positive indicators for an Israeli-
Arab settlement. 88 This watershed event would both stabi-
lize the region and legitimize the Turco-Israeli arrange-
ment. Ironically, though, it would allow Syria to focus the
predominance of her military force to the north-an un-
pleasant prospect for the Turks.

Economic Potential

Economic potential from the Turco-Israeli partnership
can be characterized as bilateral and extended. Bilateral
economic potential involves trade between the two, which
exceeded $500 million in 1998. As Turkey begins to take de-
livery of military equipment, the numbers will rise substan-
tially. Israel has also shown a willingness to import Turkish
labor, which should return hard currency homeward. 89

Extended trade includes cooperative trade with other
countries, such as efforts in Azerbaijan and Central Asia.
By extension, Turkey and Israel will gain ties to the West
as well as to the developing world. The BSEC project and
a newly revived Economic Cooperation Organization
(ECO)9° provide linkage to some new trading partners for
Turkey by membership and for Israel by association.

Ties with Israel affirm Turkey's focus to the West and
away from the Arab world. Her Middle East trade (exclud-
ing Saudi Arabia) has dwindled for more than 10 years and
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now represents just 12 percent of Turkish exports. Ex-
panding economic ties between Israel and Turkey will
strengthen a westward orientation, but with continued en-
gagement in the region. This orientation will be fed by a
need for Western (primarily US) aid and investment, as
well as a need to serve as a conduit to the West in the de-
veloping world.

Beyond the Courtship

Will the courtship between Israel and Turkey result in a
true bond? Common institutional interests, such as dem-
ocratic and secular values, common orientations to the
West, and a common sense of "otherness" in the region
contribute to the relationship. Common security interests,
such as the threat of terrorism and WMD, and common
protagonists such as Greece, Iran, Iraq, and Syria also
contribute to the bond. Domestic support for the relation-
ship is important to both parties, but probably more influ-
ential in Turkey, where Near Eastern and Islamic sensitiv-
ities are stronger. As long as benefits of relationship are
evident in the security and economic realms, domestic
support should contribute to the bond. In Israel the re-
gional alliance with Turkey meets one of three broad secu-
rity strategy approaches. That bodes well for Israel's com-
mitment to the relationship through thick and thin-a
position she has essentially held since 1949.91

Developments in the Middle East have always shaped
Turco-Israeli relations, so it should not be surprising that
potential pitfalls for the budding partners lie in the region.
Ironically, though both consider counterterrorism a top se-
curity issue, neither fully supports the counterterrorist
politics of the other. Israel has never condemned the PKK.
In fact, there is some pro-Kurdish sentiment in Israel,
where the Kurds' situation is seen in parallel with the Jew-
ish state's fight for a homeland. 9 2 Turkey recognizes Pales-
tine and sympathizes with the Palestinian fight for a home-
land in Israel. 9 3 Both parties do, however, condemn the
state sponsors of terrorism.

Syria and Cyprus are other potential pitfalls. While Turkey
considers Syria a regional foe, the Israelis are in the midst of
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negotiating a peace settlement with that country. An in-
creasingly conciliatory posture from Israel would certainly
clash with Turkey's somewhat rigid approach. If called upon
to support Turkey against Syria, Israel might be hesitant to
alienate her neighbor at a sensitive juncture in their rela-
tions. Should Israel decide to collaborate with Turkey in such
a scenario, the Turco-Israeli partnership would be strength-
ened, but at tremendous expense to regional stability.

Similarly, Cyprus is a highly volatile issue in Turkey.
While Israel quietly supports Turkey's position, she also
bristles at the comparisons of Turkey's occupation of
northern Cyprus with Israel's occupation of the West
Bank.94 Warming Greek-Turkish relations and strong sup-
port from the United States and the EU are positive signs
for an eventual settlement in Cyprus.95 Such a settlement,
a key ingredient for normalized Greek-Turkish relations, 96

could stabilize the region and remove a potential pitfall for
Turco-Israeli relations. A potentially positive by-product
would be improved Greek-Israeli relations, nurtured by a
common friend in Turkey.

Perhaps the most critical potential pitfall is Israel's rela-
tions in the Arab world, specifically as they pertain to
Palestine and Syria. How Israel handles these relations po-
tentially shapes the Turco-Israeli relationship and the vi-
sion of a Turkey-centered regional security forum like the
CSCME. Israel would be wise to pursue reasonable settle-
ments with Palestine and Syria to promote the Turco-Israeli
partnership and to foster stability in the region. Turkey
would be wise to settle the Cyprus issue to similarly stabi-
lize the region and legitimize her undisputed leadership
therein.

Conclusion
The United States has gradually assumed the role of

lead moderator from the Adriatic to the Caspian Seas.97

Because of Turkey's prominent position in the political and
geographical center of this arc of crisis, the Turco-Israeli
partnership has important and wide-ranging national se-
curity implications for the US in the regions influenced by
the partnership-namely, Europe, the Caucasus, Central
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Asia, the Middle East, and North Africa. It should come as
no surprise that US security interests served by the part-
nership reflect those of her allies, Turkey and Israel, but
from a uniquely American perspective. For example, reso-
lution of the Cyprus problem benefits Turkey politically
and economically while eliminating a potential barrier to
partnership with Israel.

From a US perspective, the greatest benefit of the Turco-
Israeli partnership might be taken in context with a Turk-
ish-Greek rapprochement. Because of the aforementioned
zero-sum diplomacy of the two longtime adversaries, Greece
and Turkey have developed relationships along opposite
axes, the NATO alliance being the notable exception. A gen-
uine partnership would potentially blend those axes, pro-
moting symbiotic relationships between Albania, Macedo-
nia, Yugoslavia, and Bulgaria in the Balkans, Azerbaijan
and Armenia in the Caucasus, and Israel, Jordan, Egypt,
Syria, and Lebanon (and possibly Iran and Iraq) in the Mid-
dle East. In the latter case, the benefits of a Turco-Israeli
partnership are magnified considerably when Turkey and
Greece (with her Arab ties) settle their differences. 98 The
prospect of regional stability on such a grand scale (i.e.,
from southeastern Europe to the Caucasus to the Middle
East) would be exceedingly attractive to the United States.
Such far-reaching stability would likely allow her to extract
a considerable "peace dividend," given the sizable US phys-
ical and material investment in the greater region.9 9

Embarking on an aggressive foreign policy, Turkey has
emerged as a leader in the arc of crisis and the Middle
East. She has also developed a unique partnership with Is-
rael that stands to strengthen her leadership position, help
her economy grow, and enhance her security in an unsta-
ble part of the world. There is significant psychological im-
portance attached to Israel's partnership with a Muslim
state. As Turkey has shown the world that a Muslim state
can be a modern, secular democracy, she can now model
the partnership of a Muslim state and the Jewish state of
Israel. Perhaps a successful Turco-Israeli partnership,
combined with Israeli settlements with Palestine and
Syria, will draw these states to follow Turkey's lead. The
implications for regional stability are tremendous.
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